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Introduction

Aseries of elegant experiments in the 1950s demonstrated that DNA(deoxyribonucleic

acid) is the carrier of genetic information (Hershey and Chase, 1952). This heritable

information is crucial for cellular identity and is therefore faithfully replicated and

passed on to daughter cells. The building blocks of DNA are the nucleotides that

contain four nitrogenous bases (A,T,C and G) and the sequence of these bases encodes

the recipes of all processes in the cell. The structure of DNA is a double helix, in which

two complementary DNA strands are kept together by hydrogen bonds between the

bases on opposite strands (Watson and Crick, 1953). Despite the fact that DNA is a

rather stable molecule, it is not inert and can be compromised in many ways during the

lifetime of an organism. The intrinsic instability of DNA can lead to spontaneous

hydrolysis of nucleotides resulting in the loss of bases (abasic sites). Moreover, errors

made during DNA replication and reactive compounds formed during cellular

metabolism (such as oxygen radicals) pose an intracellular threat to the integrity of

DNA. For example, more than 100 types of oxidative modifications have been

identified in DNAas the result of cellular metabolism (Hoeijmakers, 2001). In addition

to endogenous sources of DNA damage, various external factors such as ionizing

radiation (IR) and ultra-violet (UV) light can also damage DNA. Ionizing radiation

can result in the formation of single-strand and double-strand breaks, whereas UV light

induces cross-links between adjacent bases in the same DNA strand (intrastrand

cross-links). Various genotoxic chemicals present in nutrition or the environment link

themselves directly to the DNA and form bulky adducts or cross-links between two

different DNA strands (interstrand cross-links). An example of a highly cytotoxic

cross-linking agent is psoralen, which has two reactive sites that can form adducts with

two nucleotide bases simultaneously. It is estimated that each hour in every cell

between 100-1000 oxidative lesions and ~50 double strand breaks are produced either

spontaneously or by cellular metabolism (Klungland et al., 1999; Vilenchik and

Knudson, 2003). In addition, solar UV light is responsible for the formation of ~30.000

DNA lesions per cell per hour. It is not surprising that cells have evolved sophisticated

systems to cope with DNA damage. Repair of lesions in the genomic DNA and more

specifically by the nucleotide excision repair machinery is the main topic of this thesis.

First, the effects of the presence of DNA lesions on cellular processes such as

replication and transcription will be discussed. Then, an overview will be given of the

versatile repair pathways utilized by mammalian cells. Finally, nucleotide excision

repair will be discussed in more detail.

Cellular responses to DNA damage

The presence of DNA lesions interferes with correct functioning of transcription and

replication, which involves the translocation of polymerases along the DNA. Lesions

in the DNAphysically obstruct polymerases and damages in actively transcribed genes

result in inhibition of gene expression due to stalling of RNApolymerase II (RNAPII)
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(Brueckner et al., 2007; Moné et al., 2001). Persistent transcription stress arising from

blockage of RNAP II at lesions constitutes an efficient trigger for p53-dependent

apoptosis (Ljungman and Zhang, 1996). This could be an efficient strategy to eliminate

cells that might potentially form tumors. Rather than transcription elongation blockage

due to stalling of RNAPII at lesions, transcription initiation also appears to be repressed

upon damage induction (Rockx et al., 2000). Similarly to transcription, DNA lesions

interfere with replication by DNA polymerase δ (lagging strand) or pol ε (leading

strand) and possibly by DNA pol α (which is the primase during DNA replication). A

set of specialized DNA polymerases (denoted pol ζ to pol κ) temporarily takes over

from stalled replicative polymerases to overcome replication stress by DNA lesions

(Friedberg et al., 2002). These special polymerases have more flexible base-pairing

properties that allow DNA synthesis past DNA lesions (Lehmann et al., 2007).

However, this occurs at a high error rate (100- to 1000-fold lower fidelity than

replicative polymerases) and translesion DNAsynthesis is responsible for the majority

of damage-induced point mutations. Nevertheless, TLS is still important for genome

stability, which is illustrated by the skin cancer-prone phenotype of inherited defects

in the TLS polymerase η (Masutani et al., 1999). For correct functioning of cells it is

of vital importance to counteract the deleterious effects of DNA damage since

unrepaired lesions can lead to mutations, which can eventually result in the formation

of tumors. Moreover, the persistence of DNA damage in the genome is believed to

contribute to aging (Hasty et al., 2003; Hoeijmakers, 2007). Cells have evolved

sophisticated repair pathways to remove a plethora of different DNA injuries from the

genome. These different DNA repair pathways will be briefly discussed in the next

section.

DNA repair pathways

Cells utilize an impressive arsenal of DNA repair enzymes to remove a variety of

lesions from their genome. No single repair pathway can cope with all kinds of lesions

and cells have evolved several different repair pathways that are highly conserved

throughout the kingdoms of life. Damages that affect only one of the two DNAstrands

are removed by excision repair, in which the injury (usually with a flanking DNA

region) is removed and the resulting gap is re-synthesized using the complementary

DNAstrand as a template. Oxidative lesions (usually of endogenous origin) are mainly

removed by base excision repair (BER), whereas nucleotide excision repair (NER)

removes a variety of helix-distorting lesions including UV-induced damage and bulky

adducts. Excision repair is in principal error-free. Damages that affect both DNA

strand, such as double-strand breaks (DSB) are more difficult to repair than damages

that affect only one of the DNA strands. Cells can either use the sister-chromatid that

is present after DNA replication as a template to direct the error-free repair of DSBs

(this pathway is know as homologous recombination; HR) or cells can fuse the broken

ends together in the absence of a second copy in an error-prone mechanism termed
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non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). Repair of interstrand cross-links (i.e. between

complementary DNA strands) requires factors of the Fanconi anemia (FA) pathway.

The precise mechanism of the FA pathway is currently unknown. Certain lesions can

be converted to other types of lesions that might be more amenable for repair. For

example, interstrand cross-links are often converted into DSBs that can be removed by

HR or NHEJ. The following sections will briefly address the main characteristics of the

different repair pathways. Nucleotide excision repair, which is the main topic of this

thesis, will be discussed in more detail.

Base excision repair

Base excision repair removes a variety of base alterations induced by spontaneous

hydrolysis of bases, oxidative events, ionizing radiation or alkylating agents. More

than 100 different types of oxidative lesions have been identified in mammalian cells

(Hoeijmakers, 2001) and examples of frequently occurring highly mutagenic lesions

are 8-oxoguanine and O6-methylguanine (Lindahl and Wood, 1999). These lesions

can form non-Watson-Crick base pairs (e.g. A opposite to 8-oxyG and T opposite to

O6-methylguanine), resulting in the misincorporation of nucleotides during replication

leading to mutations. Some oxidized pyrimidines (such as cytosine and thymine glycol)

are poorly mutagenic but strongly inhibit replicative DNA polymerases making these

lesion highly cytotoxic (Aller et al., 2007). Moreover, the faulty incorporation of uracil

(i.e. deaminated cytosine) in the DNA alters the binding affinities of DNA

binding proteins and complete substitution of T with U in cellular DNA is lethal

(Lindahl and Wood, 1999). In order to remove oxidative lesion from the genome,

mammalian cells employ a variety of DNA glycosylases that each act on a different

subset of base alterations (see Fig 1). Generally, DNAglycosylases flip out the altered

base to accommodate it in an internal cavity of the protein (Krokan et al., 1997). Inside

the protein, the bond between the sugar and the altered base (i.e. the glycosidic bond)

is incised resulting in an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site. Examples of DNA

glycosylases are OGG1 (incision of 8-oxyG opposite to a C), NTH1 (incision of

thymine/cytosine glycol, which requires NER endonuclease XPG as a co-factor

(Klungland et al., 1999)) and UNG1 (incision of uracil). Inactivation of individual

glycosylases in mice has no obvious phenotype, suggesting partial redundancy between

different glycosylases (Parsons and Elder, 2003; Wilson and Thompson, 1997). The

subsequent steps during BER involve the binding of an endonuclease with affinity for

AP sites (called APE/HAP1), which makes an incision at the 5’ side of the AP site

opening up the sugar-phosphate backbone creating a normal 3’-hydroxyl group and a

5’-deoxyribose-phosphate residue (i.e. a baseless sugar) that needs to be removed to

complete repair (Hoeijmakers, 2001; Lindahl and Wood, 1999). The major BER

pathway is the so called short-patch repair, in which DNA pol β incorporates a single

nucleotide and removes the 5’-terminal baseless sugar residue using its intrinsic lyase

activity (Allinson et al., 2001; Matsumoto and Kim, 1995). The resulting nick is sealed
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by XRCC1-Ligase III (left pathway in Fig 1). Alternatively, during long-patch BER

pathway a stretch of 2-8 nucleotides is incorporated by DNA pol δ/ε that replaces the

original stand. This BER pathway requires proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA)

to stimulate pol δ/ε and the endonuclease FEN1 to incise and release the displaced

DNA strand. Finally, the resulting nick is sealed by DNA ligase I (right pathway Fig

1). The choice between short- and long patch BER probably depends on the type of

lesion that BER is faced with and the cell cycle phase (Fortini and Dogliotti, 2007). The

importance of BER is underscored by the fact that inactivation of core BER proteins

(e.g. XRCC1, pol β, Lig 1 and APE1) results in embryonic lethality in mice (Wilson

and Thompson, 1997). In agreement, no disorders caused by inherited defects in BER

have been identified in humans.

Mismatch repair

Replication of the genomic DNA by the mammalian DNA polymerases α, δ and ε is

not error-free (1 error every ~1.106 nucleotides) and base-base mismatches as well as

small insertion or deletion mispairs are often produced by replication errors (Kunkel,

2004). Moreover, uncorrected base alterations (such as 8-oxyG) contribute to

misincorporation of nucleotides during replication. There can be 8 different types of

mismatches in genomic DNA (AA, TT, CC, GG, AG, TC, CA and GT), which can

lead to stable mutations if left uncorrected. The mismatch repair (MMR) machinery

increases the fidelity of DNA replication with several orders of magnitude by

recognizing and correcting all possible base-base mismatches and small insertions/

deletions. The MMR pathway in Escherichia coli has been well characterized and

provides an excellent model for MMR in mammals (Kunkel and Erie, 2005). The

general MMR mechanism comprises the following steps: i) mismatch recognition, ii)

discrimination between the parental (i.e. correct) and daughter (i.e. erroneous) strand,

iii) excision of an ssDNA fragment and iv) gap-filling by DNA pol and sealing the

nick by DNA ligase. Recognition of mismatches in bacteria is carried out by the MutS

and MutL proteins (that will be discussed in more detail below). Discrimination

between parental and daughter strands is then directed by DNA methylation that is

carried out by deoxyadenine methylase (DAM), which methylates adenine residues in

a GATC context (Jiricny, 2006). The DAM enzyme lags behind the replication fork by

~2 minutes, which means that newly replicated daughter strands are transiently

unmethylated. The MutS and MutL proteins use this short time window to incise the

erroneous daughter strand (in E. coli this also requires the MutH endonuclease, which

is absent in mammals) (Jiricny, 2006). HumanMMR can be reconstituted in vitro using

the following proteins: MutSα, MutSβ, MutLα, replication factor C (RF-C), replication

protein A (RPA), PCNA and DNA pol δ. In addition, Lig 1, HMG-B and exonuclease

I (EXO1) are needed (Dzantiev et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2005). However, it is

unknown how the mammalian MMR machinery targets the newly synthesized DNA

strand for repair since adenine methylation is absent in eukaryotes. In mammals, strand
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discrimination may be directed by

interactions between MMR proteins and

the nearby replication machinery, since

MutSα and MutSß directly interact with

PCNA(Hoeijmakers, 2001; Masih et al.,

2007; Umar et al., 1996). Alternatively, it

has been suggested that strand

discrimination during MMR is directed by

strand breaks in close vicinity of the

mismatch and indeed substrates used for in

vitro MMR assays can only be processed

when containing nicks (Dzantiev et al.,

2004; Zhang et al., 2005). The following

working model for MMR in mammals has

been proposed (see Fig 2). MMR of base-

base mismatches is initiated by the MutSα

dimer (composed of Msh2 and Msh6) and

recognition of insertion/deletions mispairs

is carried out by MutSβ (composed of

Msh2 and Msh3) (Jiricny, 2006).

Inactivation of Msh2 in mice completely

inactivates MMR and results in a severe

cancer-prone phenotype (de Wind et al.,
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Fig 2. Model for the mechanism of base-base mismatch repair by mismatch repair.

Adapted from (Dzantiev et al., 2004; Jiricny, 2006; Zhang et al., 2005)

Fig 1. Model for the mechanism of oxidized

base damage repair by base excision repair.

Adapted from (Hoeijmakers, 2001)



1995). The MutSα homodimer encircles DNA and can move along the DNA contour

as a sliding clamp. Once bound to a mismatch, MutSα recruits MutLα (another sliding

clamp, composed of Mlh1 and Pms2) and the MutS-MutL complex dissociates from

the mismatch and translocates in either direction from the mismatch until it encounters

a DNA strand break (Gradia et al., 1999). Similar to Msh2, mice lacking functional

Mlh1 are very cancer-prone, illustrating the importance of functional MMR (Prolla et

al., 1998).At a strand break, RF-C is bound at the 5’ side of the nick and recruits PCNA

at the 3’ side. MutS-MutL clamps that diffuse upstream of the mismatch will encounter

RF-C (that is bound 5’ of the nick), which is displaced by the MutS-MutL clamp

followed by recruitment of the exonuclease EXO1. A ssDNA fragment of ~150

nucleotides towards and past the mismatch is subsequently degraded by EXO1 in a

5’-3’ orientation and the resulting single-stranded gap is stabilized by RPA (Jiricny,

2006). The exonuclease activity of EXO1 is inhibited by MutLα and RPA when the

mismatch is removed (Zhang et al., 2005). Finally, pol δ is loaded by PCNA (still

bound at the 3’-side of the original nick) and fills in the gap. Repair is completed by

DNA lig I that seals the nick. However, MutS-MutL clamps could also diffuse

downstream of the mismatch, where PCNA is encountered at the 3’ side of the nick.

EXO1 is also recruited here and degrades a ssDNA fragment (past the mismatch) in a

3’-5’ orientation, while RF-C bound at the 5’ side of the nick prevents degradation in

the 5’-3’ direction (i.e. away from the mismatch) (Jiricny, 2006). It is surprising that

EXO1 can catalyze 3’-’5 strand degradation in vitro, since it is a 5’-3’ exonuclease

(Tran et al., 2004). Inactivation of EXO1 is mice result in a cancer-prone phenotype

but does not completely abolish MMR, suggesting that other exonucleases might play

a role during MMR in vivo (Wei et al., 2003). Indeed, the 3’-5’ proofreading activity

of pol δ/ε have been implicated in MMR as well as the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity of

DSB repair protein MRE11 (Tran et al., 1999; Vo et al., 2005). Alternatively, the

endonuclease activity of MutLα was suggested to cleave distal from the mismatch

creating a 5’ terminus that allows 5’-3’-directed degradation by EXO1 (Kadyrov et al.,

2006). After removal of the mismatch by the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity, the resulting

gap is subsequently filled by pol δ and sealed by Lig 1 to complete the repair process.

The importance of MMR in human carcinogenesis is illustrated by the finding that

~50% of the hereditary colon cancers carry mutation in genes encoding mismatch

repair proteins (Hoeijmakers, 2001). Moreover, instability of dinucleotide repeats in the

human genome that are caused by defects in MMR is often associated with cancer.

Homologous recombination-mediated repair

Breaks in both strands of the DNA(double strand breaks; DSB) are the most dangerous

threat to genomic integrity. At the DSB, genetic information is lost that cannot be

recovered from the same DNA molecule. DSBs are induced by ionizing radiation,

several anti-tumor agents (e.g. cisplatin) or during replication of cyclobutane

pyrimidine dimers (CPD) (Garinis et al., 2005), single-stranded breaks or oxidative
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lesions. Mammalian cells utilize homologous recombination (HR) to direct the error-

free repair of DSBs. Homologous sequences are present on the homologous

chromosome as well as on the sister chromatid that is present after DNA replication.

HR-directed repair is mainly active in S and G2 (i.e. when a sister chromatid is present)

indicating that recombination-directed repair between the homologous chromosomes

is rare. In fact, recombination between homologous chromosomes is potentially

dangerous since it may lead to homozygosity for recessive mutations. Mammalian HR-

directed repair comprises the following steps (also see Fig. 3): i) recognition of the

DSB and processing of the DNA ends to create single-stranded regions, ii) transfer to

the homologous sequence and strand invasion of the single-stranded donor DNA into

the double-stranded target sequence, iii) DNA repair synthesis using the intact DNA

sequence as a template (and the processed single-stranded DNA ends as a primer) to

direct re-synthesis of the damaged strand and iv) separation of the recombined

molecules by resolution of the crossed DNA strands and ligation of the nicks (Wyman

and Kanaar, 2006; Wyman et al., 2004). The cellular response to DSB involves arrest

of the cell cycle, which is mediated by the checkpoint kinasesATM andATR, providing

time to repair the damaged chromosomes (McGowan and Russell, 2004). Moreover,

an early cellular response to DSB is the phosphorylation of histone variant H2A.X but

since inactivation of H2A.X in mice does not lead to a repair-deficient phenotype it

might be non-essential for repair (Bassing et al., 2002; Celeste et al., 2002). Finally,

cells respond to DSBs by assembling repair proteins that mediate recombination

between the damaged and non-damaged homologues. The first protein complex

detected at DSBs is the MRE11, RAD50 and NBS1 (MRN) complex that is believed

to beinvolved in keeping the broken DNA ends together (Lisby et al., 2004; Wyman

and Kanaar, 2006). The RAD50 homodimer consist of a globular ATPase domain

(where two MRE11 proteins and presumably two NBS1 molecules are also located)

and two ~50 nm long flexible coiled-coils arms that can interact at their apex (forming

an closed ring due to intra-molecular interactions) (de Jager et al., 2001; van Noort et

al., 2003). MRNmolecules bind preferentially at DNAends with their globular domain

and this binding triggers a conformational change in the coiled-coil arms that prevents

interactions between the arms within the same MRN molecule and promotes

interactions between different DNA-bound MRN complexes, thereby tethering

different DNAmolecules together as a molecular glue (Moreno-Herrero et al., 2005).

The subsequent step in HR involves creating free 3’-ends on both sides of the break,

which would require a 5’-3’ nuclease activity (Hoeijmakers, 2001).Although the MRN

complex is indicated in this step, it is unlikely that the exonuclease activity of MRE11

(3’-5’) is responsible, since this would create overhangs with the wrong polarity

(Wyman and Kanaar, 2006). The created 3’overhangs are stabilized by ssDNA-binding

protein RPA, which subsequently facilitates (in cooperation with RAD52 and BRCA2)

the assembly of a RAD51 nucleoprotein filament on the ssDNA ends. The RAD51

filament then facilitates the exchange between the ssDNA donor sequence and the
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homologous dsDNA target sequence thought an unknown mechanism. Searching for

the homologous sequence is possibly mediated by structural maintenance of

chromosomes (SMC) proteins (like cohesins) (Cost and Cozzarelli, 2006; Hirano,

2006; Strom and Sjogren, 2005) and also requires RAD54, which is a SWI/SNF

ATP-dependent chromatin remodeling factor (Heyer et al., 2006). The DNA structure

that is formed after strand invasion and joint molecule formation has crossed DNA

strands (a holliday junction) that need be resolved before the DNAmolecules can be

separated. Structure-specific nucleases (or resolvases) are required to catalyze the

cleavage of the crossed DNA strands. In mammalian cells, the XRCC3 and RAD51C

resolvases have been implicated in HR-directed repair and mutations in RAD51C lead

to a loss of resolvase activity in human cells (Liu et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2007).

However, crossed DNA strands might also be resolved topologically by the combined

action of a helicase (from the RecG family, like the WRN or BLM helicases) and a

topoisomerase (Heyer et al., 2003; Wyman and Kanaar, 2006). The importance of

HR-directed DSB repair is highlighted by several highly cancer-prone human disorders

such as ataxia telangiectasia (AT; caused by defects in the ATM and ATR kinases),

Nijmegen breakage syndrome (caused by defects in NBS1) and predisposition to breast

cancer by mutations in the BRCA genes. In addition, mutation in genes encoding

helicases of the RecG family causes the cancer-prone disorders Werner syndrome

(defective WRN helicase) and Bloom syndrome (defective BLM helicase)

(Hoeijmakers, 2001). Inactivation of HR proteins (e.g. RAD51, RAD50, BRCA1, and

BRCA2) in mice results in gross chromosomal rearrangements and is often lethal

during early embryogenesis (Brugmans et al., 2007; van Gent et al., 2001).

Non-homologous end joining

The dominant pathway to remove DSBs from mammalian cells is the error-prone non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway. During NHEJ, broken chromosomes ends

are simply re-joined by ligation, which does not require the presence of a sister

chromatid and NHEJ can therefore operate irrespective of the cell cycle phase (see Fig

4 for a model). NEHJ plays an important role during DNA rearrangements in the

immune system that depend on the targeted formation of DSBs, such as rejoining of

V (variable), D (diversity) and J (joining) segments to produce functional immuno-

globulin (Ig) genes in B lymphocytes. Recognition of DSBs by NHEJ is initiated by

the ring-shaped heterodimeric KU protein (consisting of KU70 and KU80) that has

high affinity for DNA ends. The binding of KU to DNA ends is highly dynamic and

does not require any other NHEJ protein (Mari et al., 2006). KU subsequently recruits

the catalytic subunit of the DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PKcs), which

phosphorylates several target proteins including p53, KU and DNA-PKcs itself (Mari

et al., 2006). Although the relevance of phosphorylation of KU and p53 are currently

not understood, autophosphorylation of DNA-PKcs is essential for functional NHEJ

and the phosporylation status of DNA-PKcs regulates the stability of its binding to
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DNA ends (Uematsu et al., 2007).

The KU and DNA-PKcs complex

bound to DNA termini can juxtapose

the two DNA ends in a synaptic

complex, ensuring that the DNA

ends are in close proximity. There is

some evidence that the MRE11,

RAD50 and NBS1 (MRN) complex

is involved in NHEJ although its

exact role is remains unclear.

Processing of the DNA ends might

be required before joining and the

5’-3’ exonuclease Artmemis has

been implicated in this step. Loss of

functional Artemis can lead to the

severe combined immunodeficiency

syndrome (SCID) in humans and inactivation ofArtemis in mice results in the complete

absence of T- and B cells (Moshous et al., 2001; Rooney et al., 2002). Finally, ligation

of the DNAends is catalyzed by the XRCC4-lig IV complex, which is stabilized by the

Cernunnos protein (also called XLF) (Ahnesorg et al., 2006; Buck et al., 2006). The

recruitment of XRCC4-lig IV to DSBs is mediated by interactions between KU and

XRCC4 and does not require DNA-PKcs in vivo. However, efficient ligation of the

DNA ends is blocked in the absence of DNA-PKcs autophosporylation, possibly
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break repair by non-homologous end-joining.

Adapted from (Wyman and Kanaar, 2006)

Fig 3. Model for the mechanism of double-strand break repair by homologous recombination.

Adapted from (Hoeijmakers, 2001; Wyman and Kanaar, 2006)



because unphosphorylated DNA-PKcs has a more stable interaction with DNA ends

(Uematsu et al., 2007). Inactivation of NHEJ factors in mice results in a severe

sensitivity to ionizing radiation and a defective immune system caused by the inability

to carry out V(D)J recombination. Moreover, deletion of XRCC4 or Lig IV is lethal

during early embryogenesis.

Contributions of HR and NHEJ to DSB repair

The two major repair pathways that deal with DSBs (HR and NHEJ) are highly

conserved between bacteria, yeast and mammals. However, the dominant pathway to

repair DSBs in bacteria and yeast (S. cerevisiae) is HR-directed repair whereas NHEJ

contributes more significantly to DSB removal in mammals. The difference in DNA

organization between mammals and yeast may account for the difference in relative

contributions of HR and NHEJ to the repair of DSBs. The human genome consists of

3.109 base-pairs that are organized as chromosomes that each occupies a distinct space

in the cell nucleus called chromosome territories (Bolzer et al., 2005; Cremer and

Cremer, 2001). The homologous chromosomes in mammals are not often is close

proximity to each other and the folding of the genome into a higher-order chromatin

structure makes the search for the homologous sequence extremely difficult. This is

why NHEJ is solely responsible for the removal of DSB if cells are in G1. If DSBs arise

during replication, the cell can use HR since the sister-chromatids are in close

proximity to each other. However, after replication the sister-chromatids are packaged

into chromatin and separated, making the search for homologous sequences and thus

HR-mediated repair difficult again. In fact, NHEJ accounts for the repair of ~60% of

the exogenously induced DSBs in mouse cells (Liang et al., 1998). Conversely, HR-

directed repair is operational in yeast cells even during G1 and the contribution of

NHEJ to DSB removal is only minor. In yeast, the search for homologous sequences

is apparently more efficient than in mammals. Chicken cells lacking functional RAD54

(HR) and KU70 (NHEJ) proteins are more sensitive to ionizing radiation than single

RAD54 or KU70 mutant cells, illustrating that both pathways contribute to DSB

removal in mammals (Sonoda et al., 2006). Genetic evidence suggests that NHEJ is

slightly suppressed during late S and G2 in a PARP-dependent manner, presumably to

favor error-free HR-mediated repair of DSBs. It is, however, not exactly clear how the

choice between HR and NHEJ is regulated in mammalian cells.

Fanconi Anemia repair

Certain chemicals compounds can link two complementary DNA strands resulting in

an interstrand cross-link (ICL). If left unrepaired a single ICL is lethal because this

type of lesion inhibits strand separation and thereby efficiently blocks transcription

and replication (Magana-Schwencke et al., 1982). Examples of chemicals that produce

ICLs are cisplatin and mitomycin C that are successfully used as chemotherapeutical

agents. In addition, by-products of lipid peroxidation (e.g. malondialdehyde) also
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contribute to the endogenous production of ICLs (Niedernhofer et al., 2003).

Mammalian cells have developed a sophisticated mechanism to deal with ICLs known

as the Fanconi anemia pathway (FA). Individuals suffering from the X-linked

hereditary disorder Fanconi anemia (FA) are characterized by progressive bone marrow

failure and cancer susceptibility (often acute leukemia) (Kennedy and D'Andrea, 2005).

Cells derived from FApatients display chromosomal instability and extreme sensitivity

to crosslinking agents. Twelve FA complementation groups have been identified to

date (FANCA, B, C, D1, D2, E, F, G, I, J, L, M) and the FANC gene products operate

in a common biochemical pathway that is not yet understood. About ~60% of the FA

patients belong to complementation group A. It is currently believed that the FA

pathway is directly involved in the repair and bypass of ICLs (Niedernhofer et al.,

2005). Interestingly, the FANCD1 gene product is identical to the BRCA2 protein,

which is involved in homologous recombination (HR) (Howlett et al., 2002). In

addition, defects in the nucleotide excision repair endonuclease ERCC1-XPF causes

extreme sensitivity to crosslinking agents suggesting a role in ICL repair (Larminat

and Bohr, 1994; Li et al., 1999). A speculative model for FA-mediated repair during

replication was recently suggested and comprises the following steps (also see Fig 5)

(Niedernhofer et al., 2005): i) recognition of the ICL, which is likely to be mediated

by stalling of pol δ/ε at lesions during replicating, ii) incision on one side of the ICL

resulting in a DSB, iii) unwinding around the incised ICL by a helicase, iv) second
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Fig 5. Model for the mechanism of interstrand cross-link

repair by the fanconi anemia pathway. Adapted from

(Niedernhofer et al., 2005)



incision (called unhooking) at the other side of the ICL in the same strand resulting in

a gap that in filled in by TLS polymerases (since the opposite strand still contains the

excised ICL) v) removal of the residual damage in the opposite strand by NER (or

spontaneous hydrolysis followed by BER) restoring the integrity of the DNA template,

vi) HR-mediated repair of the DSB that was created by the first incision using the

intact template followed by reinitiating of replication. Although FA repair protects

against cytotoxicity of ICLs, it is very error-prone and highly mutagenic. It is likely that

FA repair is initiated by phosphorylation of FANCD2 by the ATR kinase, which is

activated by replication blocks (Andreassen et al., 2004). In addition, FANCD2 is

mono-ubiquitylated in S-phase by the E3 ligase FANCL (an event that also requires the

FANCI gene product), which triggers its association with chromatin (Niedernhofer et

al., 2005). This leads to the recruitment of the FA core complex containing almost all

FANC proteins, including the FANCJ and FANCM helicases that are thought to unwind

the DNA around the ICL. The endonucleases Mus81-Eme1 and ERCC1-XPF have

been implicated in the multi-strand incisions needed to release the ICL from one DNA

strand (which also requires RPA) and both nucleases were shown to be required to

convert ICLs into DSBs allowing repair by homologous recombination (Hanada et al.,

2007; Hanada et al., 2006; Niedernhofer et al., 2004). Finally, FANCD2 interacts with

HR proteins including BRCA1, BRCA2/FANCD1 and RAD51 that mediate sister-

chromatid exchange (Taniguchi et al., 2002). The FA core complex also interacts with

the BLM helicase that is needed for the resolution of recombination intermediates such

as holliday junctions (Meetei et al., 2003). The FApathway is switched off during late

S phase by the ubiquitin-specific protease 1 (USP1), which deubiquitylates FANCD2

(Nijman et al., 2005). It is expected that many more proteins are involved in FA repair,

including nucleases, TLS polymerases and chromatin remodeling complexes.Although

we are beginning to understand how FAcontributes to the removal and bypass of ICLs

during replication, it is not clear how the transcription machinery deals with ICLs that

block elongation.
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